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Legislation Number (1819.23)
Cornell Campus Center Hour Changes
SPONSOR(S): Caroline Klouse and Jessica Gonzalez
DATE: April, 10, 2019
Whereas: The Cornell Campus Center, also known as the Marketplace, currently operates its
full-service breakfast from 7:30 a.m. to 10:30 a.m. on the weekdays.
Whereas: In addition to other morning obligations and student-athlete practices, Rollins College
students may also have 8:00 a.m. courses that require for them to rush to the Cornell Campus
Center at its opening time of 7:30 a.m. and quickly eat their breakfast before going to their class
at 8:00 a.m.
Whereas: At the moment, the Cornell Campus Center conducts its full-service dinner from 5:30
p.m. until 8:30 p.m. on the weekdays.
Whereas: However, courses from the Hamilton Holt School can last until 9:10 p.m. on the
weekdays. Amongst the other evening activities, jobs, and chapters that Rollins College students
attend, the late running Holt courses are another example of how students are unable to attend
dinner at the Cornell Campus Center.
Whereas: As of April 8, 2019, 58 students at Rollins College have signed a “Rollins College:
Dining Hours” petition calling for an extension of the Cornell Campus Center’s full-service
breakfast and full-service dinner hours.
Be it Hereby Resolved, The Student Government Association of Rollins College will:
(1) Present this legislation and the signed petitions to the Dining Services team, including
the Director of Dining Services, Cristina Cabanilla.
(2) Work alongside the Dining Services team in extending the dining services in the
Cornell Campus Center from 7:30 a.m. to 7:00 a.m. and from 8:30 p.m. until 9:30 p.m. on
weekdays.
(a) This would allow for full-service breakfast to begin at 7:00 a.m., in order for
students with early classes or morning engagements to have enough time to attend
breakfast at the Cornell Campus Center.

(b) Therefore, the full-service dinner would be extended until 9:00 p.m. and the
continuous dining evening service would be extended until 9:30 p.m. This would
allow for students with evening engagements to attend dinner at the Cornell
Campus Center and for the dining staff to begin cleaning up at 9:00 p.m., when
the full-service dinner ends.

